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You find yourself in a storm in the middle of nowhere. With not enough hope, courage or strength to get out 
of there. The room encloses you and your head goes under the surface. “We lost our heads beneath the 
waves and fate disperses in the cold” 

Ripple & Murmur is the band that has spent the last few years touring around the world with the show 
Underart (Cirkus Cirkör). They recently returned home after an intense six months on stage in Berlin, and 
now they release their third album. 

With influences that make you glide over endless sand-dunes in a futuristic silver equipage, The Swimmer 
invites you on a journey that's defined by yearning, mystery and poignant moods. 

Andreas Tengblad and Anna Ahnlund, the musicians behind the band, hail from a wide musical spectrum, 
with Andreas working a lot with movie scores, and Anna having a background in avant-garde jazz. Together, 
they meet in the waves of lyrical melodies and vital harmonies. 

“Sometimes when I sing with Anna, I can feel my head shaking. A pleasant vibration that makes my skull 
oscillate. Just ponder that” ˗ Andreas 

The music and the lyrics move between great, wide reaches and small, closed up rooms. The falling darkness 
and the fading light. But there is also hope. The waves roll in, the white horses sweep you steadily closer to 
land and the swimming strokes get stronger for every ripple. “And the blue sea rolled in, over white sand. 
The ripple and the murmur, led us straight to land.” 

Standing opposite each other, they recorded the song in continuous takes to evoke the impression of two 
people actually singing together. How they adapt to each other. Their errors. Their harmony. 

“We build dreams, but the city always craves more.” ˗ Anna on Sounds of the Concrete 
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